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Some new results are obtained for the polynomials pa,B,y(u v} intro-
n,k ' ' 
duced by KOORNWINDER, Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. Wetensch., A 77, (1974), 48-66, 
which are orthogonal over a region bounded by two straight lines and a 
parabola. The most important results are a Rodrigues-type formula and the 
recurrence relations for ua,kS,y(u,v). These recurrence relations contain 5 
n, 
and 9 terms, respectively. Furthermore, the quadratic norm of pa,kS,y(u,v) 
n, 
and the value of p::!'y(2,1) are explicitly given. 
*) This paper is not for review; it is meant for publication in a journal. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
a S y In this paper the analysis of the polynomials p ' ' (u v) introduced 
n,k ' 
by T.H. KOORNWINDER [4] will be continued. 
In many respects, this class of orthogonal polynomials in two vari-
ables can be compared with the important class of Jacobi polynomials. In 
this analysis some properties of the Jacobi polynomials are generalized 
to the polynomials pa,kS,y(u,v). 
n • S 
The polynomials pa,k,y(u,v) form an orthogonal set over a region 
. n, 
bounded by two perpendicular straigt lines, I - u + v = 0, I + u + v = 0 
and by the parabola u2 - 4v = 0 touching these lines, with respect to the 
weight function (l-u+v)a(l+u+v)S(u2-4v)Y which is singular at the boundary 
of the orthogonality region. For reasons of convergence it is required 
that a,S,y > -I and a+ y + 3/2, S + y + 3/2 > O. The main results of 
KOORNWINDER's paper are sunnnarized in section 2. 
In the subsequent sections a further analysis is given, using as the 
main tools a number of partial differential operators. In [4] it is proved 
that the polynomials pa'!'Y(u,v) are eigenfunctions af a second order oper-
ator D~,S,y and a four~h-order operator D~,S,y, which are algebraically 
independent. Furthermore two second-order operators DY and Da,S,y are de-
- + 
rived with the property 
Da,S,y a+I,S+l,y(u v) 
+ Pn-1 k-1 ' 
D;,S,Y D:,S,yoDY. 
h Dy a, S, y ( ) a+ I , S+ I , y ( ) d tat _:Pn k u,v = const. pn-I k-l u,v an 
a'!:l y a S y ' 
const. pn:k• (u,v). Then D2 ' ' is given by 
In section 4 of this paper another pair of differential operators is 
a S a S y derived: these operators E ' and E ' ' have the property that 
- + 
Ea,S a,S,y( ) _ t a,S,y+I( ) d Ea,S,y a,S,y+I( ) 
n, n- , + n , 
p k u,v - cons . p _ 1 ~ u,v an p _ 1 k u,v = 
a,S,y( ) Th a, ~Y . 
= const. p k u,v . en anotner fourth-order operator, which has the 
polynomial:• p,a,kS,y(u,v) as eigenfunctions, can be defined by 
n. 
Da,S,y = Ea,B,yoEa,S_ This operator is explicitly expressed as a polynomial 
3 + -
in Da,S,y and Da,S,y_ The operators Dy and Ea,S together play a similar 
I 2 a S y - - d 
role for the polynomials p 'k' (u,v) to that played by the operator -d for 
n, X 
the Jacobi polynomials. 
One of the first problems which arise is to find an explicit expression 
for pa,S,y(u,v). We have succeeded in finding an explicit expression of the 
n,k 
Rodrigues-type by using the second-order operators D+ and E+. Expressing 
2 
D and E in (D )* and (E )* respectively we obtain a formula for 
+ + - -
pa,kS,y(u,v) which is similar to the Rodrigues formula for the Jacobi poly-
n, 
nomials, but with the two second-order operators (D_)* and (E_)* instead 
d 
of - (section 5). However, the expression derived by us is rather compli-dx 
cated and so we have tried to find other expressions for pa,kS,y(u,v). If 
n, 
y =-! and y =+½the polynomials can be expressed as symmetric ([4], section 
2) or antisymmetric (section 3) products of Jacobi polynomials. In section 
JO the polynomials with a,S =±!are expressed in terms of Jacobi polyno~ 
mials. The case_y =+½is comparable with the determinants of orthogonal 
polynomials treated by KARLIN and McGREGOR [3]. The orthogonal set of 
a a,t-1 
2 x 2 determinants of Jacobi polynomials gives pn:; 2 (x+y,xy) after divid-
ing by (x-y). 
In section 6 the explicit value of the quadratic norm for the poly-
nomials pa·,ks,y (u,v) is given. The quadratic norm is important for finding 
n, 
coefficients in Fourier expansions with respect to the polynomials 
pa,S,y(u v) and will be used for the computation of some of the coefficients 
n,k ' 
in the recurrence relations (section 9). 
Without knowing an explicit expression for pa,kS,y(u,v) it is possible 
n, 
to find the value of p::!'Y(2,I) by using the operators D+ and-E+ (section 
7). The point (u,v) = (2,1) is a vertex of the orthogonality region, which 
probably plays a similar r9le for the polynomials p~:f'Y(u,v) to that 
played by the point x= I for the Jacobi polynomials _p(a,S)(x). The (unproved) 
n 
hypothesis is that pa,kS,y(2,I) is the absolute maximum of pa,kS,y(u,v) if 
n, n, 
a~ S ~-!and y ~-!.For y =-½this maximum property follows directly 
a S - 1 from the explicit expression of pn:k' 2 (u,v) and the maximum property of 
the Jacobi polynomials. 
The analysis of these polynomials suggests that not all powers ~(n,k) 
f d a r . a,S,y( ) Th. . d . . 8 · o u an v ppea in p k u, v . is is prove in section and it has a 
n, 
number of consequences. An immediate consequence is that some theorems 
h . h . 1 . d . . . a S y w ic give a ternative efinitions for pn:k' (u,v) can be derived. Another 
is that the number of terms in the recurrence relations is uniformly bounded 
while for general polynomials in more than one variable this number depends 
on the degree of the polynomial. In section 9 the recurrence relations are 
explicitly given. For upa,kS,y(u,v) and vpa,S,y(u,v) we obtain a five-term 
n, n,k 
and a nin=-termrecurrence relation, respectively. To build up pa,S,y(u v) 
n,k ' 
3 
using the recurrence relations we need the formula for vpa,S,y(u v) only 
n,k ' 
if n = k, and then six terms remain. 
Finally, in section 10 two quadratic transformation formulas are 
given for the case a= 8- These formulas together with the explicit expres-
sions for y = +~, y =-~yield explicit expressions for the cases that 
a and 8 are+! or-~-
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section the main results obtained by KOORNWINDER [4] are 
sunnnarized. 
Let N be the set of pairs of integers (n,k), n ~ k ~ 0, with a lexico-
graphic ordering defined by 
(2. I) (m,l) ~ (n,k) <=> {m<nv(m=nAl~k)}. 
A polynomial q(u,v) is said to have degree (n,k) EN if: 
q(u,v) = m-l l l c lu v, with c k # 0. (m,l)~(n,k) m, n, 
2 The region with the properties I. - u + v > 0, + u + v > 0 and u - 4v > O, 
is denoted by R (cf. figure 1). In the region R the weight function 






3 3 DEFINITION 2.1. For (n,k) EN and a,S,y > - 1, a+ y + 2 , S + y + 2 > 0 
the polynomials pa'!'Y(u,v) are given by 
( 1.. ) a , S , Y ( ) n ' n-k k 1 ' 1 f d 1 h ( ) p k u,v = u v + a po ynom1.a o egree ower tan n,k, 
n, 
(ii) II . a,.S,y( ) m-f f a,S,y( ) d d p k u,v u V µ u,v u V = n,, 0 if (m,f) < (n,k). 
R 






Da,S,y a,S,y( ) 1 . Pn,k u,v = -[n(n+a+S+2y+2)+k(k+a+S+I)] pa,S,y(u,v), n,k 
a.Sy a.Sy 3 a.Sy n2• ' pn'k' (u,v) = k(k+a+S+l)(n+y+½)(n+a+S+y+ 2)pn'k' (u,v), 
' ' 
Y a Sy { a+l S+I y D p ' ' (u v) = k(n+y+ 1)p ' ' (u v) if k > 0, 
- n, k ' 2 n-1 , k-1 ' 
0 if k = 0, 
Da,S,y a+l,S+l,y( ) = 
+ P n- I , k- 1 u' v (k+a+S+J) (n+a+S+y+ -23)pa,S,y (u,v) n,k 
if k > 0. 





= (-u +2v+2) 
au2 
a2 2 2 a2 
2u(v-J) cluclv + (u -2v -2v) clv2 + 
a 
+ [-(a+S+2y+3)u+(2S-2a)] au+ 
+ [(S-a)u-(2a+2S+2y+5)v-(2y+l)] 3~, 
2 '\2 32 3 DY=_a_ a ( ) a + U -- + V --2 + y+ -dU2 cluclv av 2 av' 
a Sy -a -S y a+! S+I D+'' = (1-u+v) (l+u+v) D_o(l-u+v) (l+u+v) = 
Ca2 32 32\ 
= ( 1-u-v) ( l+u+v). --2 + u -- + v --; + \au cluclv clv2 
+ [(a-S)(u2-2v-2) + (a+S+2)u(v-1)] _1_ + 
au 
2 1 I 2 
+ [(a+S+y+7/2)(-u +2v) + (a-S)u(v-1) + (2a+2S+y+ 2 )v + 
3 a s s 
+ (y+ 2)] av+ (a-S)(a+S+y+ 2)u+(a+S+2)(a+S+y+ 2)v+ 
2 
+ (a-S) + (y+})(a+S+2), 
(2. IO) 
'd . f (DY_)*, h d' ' y . d Consi eration o tea Joint operator to D_, yiel s: 
(2. I I) 
Hence: 
(2. 12) Da,S,y _ { a,S,y( )}-l(DY)* a+l,S+l~( ) + - µ u,v _ oµ u,v, 
The operators Da,S,y and nY are related by: 
+ -
(2. 13) II (D~'S'yp(u,v»q(u,v)µa,S,y(u,v) dudv = 
R 
= If y a+l S+l y p(u,v)(D q(u,v))µ ' ' (u,v)dudv, 
R 
for any two polynomials p(u,v) and q(u,v). 
Let 
S 2nn! ( S) pa, (x) =-----pa, (x) 
n n ' (n+a+S+ 1) 
n 
(2. 14) 
where P(a,S)(x) denotes the Jacobi polynomial of order (a,S) (for Jacobi 
n 
~ 




a,S ( ) pk y a S + pk, (x) a, S ( ) pn y if n > k, 
a (3 _1 (2. 15) p n: k ' z ( x+y, xy) = 
pa,S(x) P~,s (y) if n = k. 
n 
6 
3. THE POLYNOMIALS pa ,kS ,+! (u,v) AS AN ANTISYMMETRIC PRODUCT OF JACOBI _ 
n, 
POLYNOMIALS 
Consider the antisynnnetric product of Jacobi polynomials: 
(3. 1) 
where pa, S (x) is defined by (2. 14). 
n 
The polynomials fa,kS(x,y) form an orthogonal set of antisymmetric 
n, 
polynomials over the simplex - 1::; y::; x::; 1 with respect to the weight 
a S -I a S function ((1-x)(l-y)) ((l+x)(l+y)) (cf. [3]). Then (x-y) f 'k(x,y) is 
n, 
a symmetric polynomial in x and y which can be uniquely expressed as a 
polynomial in x + y = u and xy = v (see VAN DER WAERDEN [7 ,§ 33]). 
-1 Cl f3 a f3 +l LEMMA 3.1. (x-y) f 'k(x,y) = p 'k' 2 (x+y,xy). 
n, n, 
a S y PROOF. Application of the definition of pn:k' (u,v) (definition 2.1) yields: 
(i) ( ) - 1 fa , S , y ( ) __ x-y k x,y 
n, I (m,l)::; (n ,k) C m ,,e_ 
m+l ,e_ ,e_ m+l 
X y -=X y 
x-y with c n,k 
n-k k 
= (x+y) (xy) + a polynomial in (x+y) and 
xy of degree lower than (n,k). 
(ii) {(x-y)-l f:'!(x,y) is an orthogonal set with respect to the measure 




4. A PAIR OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS WHICH CHANGE n AND y 
A pair of differential operators which change n and y can be found 
by using (2. 15) and (3.2) and the differential operators for the Jacobi 




Da,S pa,S(x) = c pa'S(x) where c = -n(n+a+S+I). (x) n n n n 
Hence 
(4. 2) 
a S +1 
l !( C - 7c) p ' ' 2 ( x+y , xy ) (x- )-l{Da,S_Da,S} p.i;:t,S,-2. (x+ )= n n-1,k Y (x) (y) n,k y,xy 
0 
if n > k, 
if n = k, 
and 
(4.3) { a,S a,S} ( ) a,S,+-21 ( ) ( ) a,S,--21 ( . ) D(x)-D(y) o x-y pn-1,k x+y,xy = en-ck Pn,k x+y,xy if n > k. 




y (x) (y) = 
(4.4) 
a2 a2 a2 a (a+S+2) a = u -- + 2<v+l) auav + u -- + (S-a)- + 
au2 av2 av au 
If (E~' S) * is the adjoint operator to E~'S then 
(4.5) (E~'S)* a 2 2 (v+ 1) a2 a2 (S-a) a (a+S-2) a = u-- + --+ u -- -
au2 auav av2 av au 
Note that 
(4.6) a a* E-a.,-a (E_' µ) = µ a S a S -a -S = (1-u+v) (l+u+v) E_' o(l-u+v) (l+u+v) 
a S y Now we can define the operator E' ' as: 
+ 
(4. 7) Ea.,S,y = {µa.,S,y (u,v)}-1 (E~'S)*oµa,S,y+l(u,v) + 
2 ( a2 2 (v+ I) a2 a2 \ = (u -4v\ u - 2 + --+ u av2} auav au 
8 
+ [(a+B+4y+6)(u2-4v) + 8(y+l)(v-1)] :u 
+ [(B-a)(u2-4v) + 4(y+l)u(v-l)] 3~ 
+ 2(y+l)(a+B+2y+3)u-4(y+l)(B-a). 




= u v + a polynomial of degree lower than (n,k) 
and 
n-k-1 k qn-l ,k(u,v) = u v + a polynomial of degree lower than (n-1,k) 
then 
{
(n-k)(n+k+a+B+l)un-k-lvk + a polynomial of 
Ea,Bq k(u,v)= degree lower than (n-1,k) if n > k, 
- n, a polynomial of degree equal or lower than 
(n-1 ,n-1) if n = k, 
and 
a B y E ' ' q (u v) 
+ n-1,k ' 
n-k k 
= (n-k+2y+l)(n+k+a+B+2y+2)u v + a polynomial 
of degree lower than (n,k) if n > k. 
PROOF. Lemma 4. I follows immediately from (4.4) and (4.7) D 
KOORNWINDER proved: 
2 . 
LEMMA 4. 2. Let R be a bounded region in JR such that certain polynomials 
w1(x,y), w2 (x,y), ... ,wk(x,y) are positive over Rand the product 
w1 .w2 ..... wk is zero at the boundary 3R. 
Let xa 1 •··•~ak be a partial differential operator &n x, and y, its coeffi-
cients being polynomials in x,y, a 1, ... ,ak. 
a 1 , ... , ak . 
Let the ope:r>ator Y be def&ned by: 
for certain non-negative integers i 1, ... ik. 




JI ( al, ... ,ak \ al+il ak+ik = \X p lw 1 •.. wk dxdy, 
R 
for any two polynomials p and q, and for all real a 1, ... ,ak such that 
R 
PROOF. For suffi~iently large a1 ,a2 , ... ,ak the equality follows from partial 
integration because the 
. al ak 
function w1 ... wk and its partial derivatives up 
to a certain order are zero at the boundary clR. By analytic continuation 
the equality follows for all a 1, ... ,ak such that 
R 





= JJ (E~'Sp)qµa,S,y(u,v)dudv, 
R 
for any two polynomials p and q. 
D 
From lemma 4.1, formula (4.8) and definition 2. I it can be proved that: 
COROLLARY. 
and 
! (n-k) (n+k+a+S+ I )pa' S 'y+ 1 (u, v) n-1 ,k 
0 
if n > k 
if n = k 
10 




if n > k 
· (cf. the proof of theorem 5.4 in [4]). 
Let us define the fourth order operator: 
(4. 11) 
. B B 
The polynomials p::k'Y(u,v) are eigenfunctions of D~' ,Y: 
(4. 12) Da,S,y a,S,y( ) = 3 Pn,k u,v a B y (n-k) (n-k+2y+ 1) (n+k+a+S+ 1) (n+k+a+S+2y+2)p 'k' (u, v). n, 
Hence D~'S,y can be uniquely expressed as a polynomial in D~,S,y and D~,S,y 
(cf.[4, theorem 6.5]). By considering the eigenvalues it is clear that 
(4. 13) = (Da,S,y)2 - 4Da,S,y - (2y+l)(a+S+l)Dal,B,Y. 1 2 
5. A RODRIGUES-TYPE FORMULA 
Using (2.6) and (4. 10),·pa,kS,y(u,v) can be expressed in terms of poly-
n, 
nomials of lower degree. 
In (2.6) and (4.10) we write D~,S,y and E:,S,y respectively as: 
(2. 11) 
and 
(4. 7) = { a,S,y( )}-l(Ea,S)* a,S,y+l( ) µ u,v _ oµ u,v. 
An (n-k)-fold application of (4. 10) and a k-fold application of (2.6) to 
a+k,S+k,y+n-k( ) l . ld Po,O u,v = y1e s: 
(5. I) 
-a -s 2 -y{ a 2 a 2 a 2 3 a }k 
= (1-u+v) (l+u+v) (u -4v) au2 + u auav + v av2 - (y- 2) av o 
{ a2 a2 a2 a 
o u au2 + 2(v+I) auav + u av2 - (S-a) av 
a+k S+k 2 y+n-k (1-u+v) ( l+u+v) (u -4v) • 
(a+S+2k-2) a ln-k 
auf 
This is a Rodrigues-type formula for pa,kS,y(u,v). So far it is the only 
S n, 
"explicit" expression for pa,k,y(u,v) in the case of general a,S,y. 
n, 
6. THE QUADRATIC NORM OF pa,S,y(u v) 
n,k ' 
h d · ha,S,y f h 1 · 1·a,S,y( ) . df' d Te qua ratic norm o t e po ynomia p k u,v is e ine 
n,k n, 
by: 
(6. I) a BY II a Sy 2 a Sy h' ' = {p ' ' (u v)} µ ' ' (u v)dudv. 
n,k n,k ' ' 
R 
I I 
The explicit value of h~::,Y is.important for calculating the coefficients 
in Fourier expansions with respect to the polynomials P-~:!'Y(u,v) (cf. 
section 9). 







k(n+y+ 2) I S I ha,S,y =-----------,--ha+ , + ,y 
n,k (k O I)( 0 3) n-1 ,k-1 
ha,S,y 
n,k 
+a+µ+ n+a+µ+y+ 2 
= (n-k)(n+k+a+S+I) ha,S,y+I 
(n-k+2y+l)(n+k+a+S+2y+2) n-1,k 
By repeated application of (6.2) and (6.3) we find: 
12 
(6.4) ha,B,y = 
n,k 
k!(n-k)!(n-k+y+=-23)k(2k+a+S+2) k k o k k n- a+ , µ+ ,-y+n-
= 3 ho O . (k+a+S+l)k(n+a+f3+y~)k(n-k+2y+l)n-k(n+k+a+f3+2y+2)n-k ' 













a f3 y ff a f3 2 y h0 ; 0 ' = (1-u+v) (I+u+v) (u -4v) dudv. 
R 
This transforms under the substitution 
into 
U = X + y, 
ha, f3,y = 
0,0 fl 
x=-1 
V = xy 
{ Ix a f3 2y+l } a f3 (1-y) (l+y) (x-y) dy (1-x) (l+x) dx. 
y=-1 
-1 By making the substitution t = (l+x) (l+y) and using 





= 2a f(f3+l)r(2y+2) J+l a 2B+2y+2 l+x f(f3+Zy+ 3) (1-x) (l+x) 2F1(-a,f3+J;f3+2y+3;-2-)dx = 
-I 
13 
22a+2$+2y+3 f(S+l)f(2y+2) fl a 2S+2y+2 
= r(S+2y+3) O (1-s) s 2F1(-a,S+l;S+2y+3;s)ds = 
22a+2S+2y+3 r(a+I)r(S+I)r(2y+2)r(2S+2y+3) 
= f(S+2y+3)r(a+S+2y+4) 3F2(-a,S+l, 2S+2y+ 3; 
;S+2y+3,a+2$+2y+4;1). 
This 3F2 function is of type 3F2(a,b,c;l+a-b,l+a-c;l) with a= 2$+2y+3, 
b = S+l and c=-a and so the theorem of Dixon can be applied (see BAILEY 
[I, Chap. 3.1] or SLATER [5,(2.3.3)]). This proves the lemma. D 
COROLLARY. The qua.dratic nom ha,S,y is equal to: 
n,k 
24n+2a+2S+4y+3k!(n-k)!(n-k+y~)k(2k+a+S+2)n-k 
ha, S, y = -----------=------------------
n ,k ln(k+a+S+l) (n+a+S+y~23) (n-k+2y+l) (n+k+a+S+2y+2) k 
(6 .6) 
k k n-k n-
3 3 f(k+a+l)f(k+S+l)f(n-k+y+l)f(n+a+y+z)f(n+S+y"*°I) 
5 
r (n+k+a+S+y"*"I) r(2n+a+S+2y+3) 






possible to find the.value of pa,k$,y(2,l) by using the operators 
n, 
Ea,S,Y. It is of interest to know this value because of the 
+ 
that for a~ S ~ - ½ and y ~ - ½ the inequality 
is valid. This hypothesis was proved for y = - ½. If y ~ - ½ then it is 
true if a= S = - ½: Further it holds for the polynomials 
aS,+l aa+l +1-!y 
P ' 2 (u v) p ' ' 2 ( u v) and p 2 ' ' ( u v) . 
n, n ' ' n, n-1 ' n, 0 ' 







for any polynomial p(u,v). 
Hence: 
3 
(7. 1) a,8,y(2 I) 
4(a+1) (a+y~) 
a+ 1 , 8+ 1 , y (2 1) = Pn,k ' 3 Pn-1,k-1 ' (k+a+8+l)(n\a+8+y~) 
and 
3 
(7.2) pa,8,y (2 1) 
8(y+1) (a+y~) 
a,8,y+l(2 1) = n,k ' (n-k+2y+l)(n+k+a+8+2y+2) pn-1 ,k ' 
From (7.1), (7.2) and p~:~'Y(u,v) = 1 it follows that 
3n-k 3 
0 2 (a+1)k(y+1)n-k(a+y~)n 
(7. 3) a,µ' y (2 1) = --------------------Pn,k ' 3 (k+a+8+1)k(n+a+8+y+t)k(n-k+2y+1)n_k(n+k+a+8+2y+2)n-k 
Remark. The relation 
Pa,8,y(-2 1) 
n,k ' 
= (-1)n-kpa,S,y(2 1) (10.1) 
n,k ' 
immediately gives the value of pa,kS,y(-2,1). 
n, 
8. THE COEFFICIENTS IN THE POWER SERIES OF pa,S,y(u v) 
n,k ' 
(8. 1) 
For the coefficients a .. (n,k,a,8,y) in the expansion 
1J 
a 8 y 
P ' ' (u v) = n,k ' 
\ i-j j l a .. (n,k,a,8,y)u v 
(i,j):S(n,k) i,J 
the following theorem holds: 
THEOREM 8.1. a .. (n,k,a,8,y) = 0 if i+j > n+k or i > n. 
l., J 
At this point it is useful to define the following partial ordering for 
N = {(n,k)ln ~ k ~ O,n,k EN}: 
(8.2) (i ,j) ,< (n,k) iff i s n and i+j s n+k. 
Thus 
(i,j).-<( (n,k) ~ ((i,j) s (n,k) /\ i+j s n+k). 
Theorem 8.1 is equivalent to: 
(8.3) pa,8,y(u v) = 
n,k ' 
\ i-j j l a .. (n,k,a,8,y)u v • 
(i ,j )--s'(n,k) 1. ,J 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 8.1. The second statement is a consequence of the defini-
tion of pa,kS,y(u,v), because if i > 
n, 
n then (i,j) > (n,k). The first 
polynomials pa,S,y(u,v) because in that statement is trivially true for the 
n,n 
case i+j > n+n implies i > n. It is clear from (4.7) that 
Ea,8,y m-l l U V = 
+ 
\ i-j j l c .. u V , 
(i,j)~(m+l,l) 1.,J 
for certain constants c. . • By repeated application of the operators E to 1.,J . + 
p::!'Y(u,v) and by using (4.10) the theorem follows. D 
Corrollaries of theorem 8.1 are the next two theorems: 
THEOREM 8. 2. Let 
(i) p(u,v) = \ m-l l l C u V (m,D< (n,k) m,l 
for certain constants C o, with C k =I' and 
m,,(.. n, 





THEOREM 8.3. Let 
= pa,kS,y (u,v). 
n, 
(i) p(u,v) = \' m-l .t l c lu v, (m,l)-((n,k) m, 
for aertain aonstants c 0 , with c k = I, m,,{_, n, 
and 
(ii) for some A E :m., 
then 




PROOF OF THEOREM 8.2. From (i) it follows that p(u,v) can be uniquely ex-
pressed as: 
p(u,v) = c~ l pm:t' (u,v) J a Sy (m,l (n,k) ' with c' = 1. n,k 
Then (ii) yields: 
c' = (ha,S,y)-I ff p(u,v)pma,,~,y(u,v)µ 0 'S'y(u,v)dudv = 0 
m,l m,l ,{_, 
R 
This proves the theorem. D 
if (m,l) ~ (n,k). 
'f 
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For the proof of theorem 8.3 we need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 8. 1. If (m,l) -< (n,k) then >. 0 :/: >- k' with F m,.(.. n, 
>- 0 = -[m(m+a+B+2y+2)+l(l+a+B+l)J. m,.(.. 
3 3 PROOF. The parameters a,B,y satisfy a,B,y > - 1, a+ y + 2, B + y + 2 > O. 
Suppose that (m,l)-< (n,k) and A = A Then I m,l n,k 
(n-m)(n+m+a+B+2y+2) = (l-k)(l+k+a+B+I). 
and the factors n + m +a+ B + 2y + 2 and l + k +a+ B + 1 are positive. 
Hence n - m > 0 and l - k > O. Observe that n + m +a+ B + 2y + 2 ~ 
~ 2l +I+ a+ B + 2y + 2 > 2l +a+ B +I~ l + k +a+ B +I.Thus 
n - m < l - k contradicting the hypothesis (m,l) -< (n,k). D 
PROOF OF THEOREM 8.3. From (i) it follows that p(u,v) can be uniquely ex-
pressed as: 
p(u,v) = l 
(m,l)-<(n,k) 
Then (ii) yields: 
c' pa,B,y(u v) with c' = I. 
m,l m,l ' n,k 
L Ac' pa,B,y(u,v) = 
(m, l)< (n, k) m, l __ .m, l l Am o c , - pa ' B ' Y ( u 'v) • (m,l)-{(n,k) '.(.. m,l m,l 
From c' = I it follows that 
n,k 
A = A 
n,k 
and f ram A k c ' 0 n, m,.(.. 
for (m,l)-< (n,k) 
I 
= -[n(n+a+B+2y+2)+(k+a+B+I)] 
= A c' 0 and lemma 8.1 it follows that c' 0 = 0 m,l m,.(.. m,.(.. 
□ 
Application of D~,B,y to (8.3) and comparison of the coefficients of equal 
powers of u and v give the following explicit values for some of the co-
efficients a .. (n,k,a,B,y) in (8.3), which will be used in section 9 for 
l. 'J 
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a k(n,k,a,B,y) = I, 
n, 
an,k-l(n,k,a,B,y) = -(B-a)k/(2k+a+S), 
2 
an,k_2(n,k,a,B,y) = - !k(k-1){1-(S-a) /(2k+a+S)}/(2k+a+S-1), 
an-l,k+l(n,k,a,S,y) = -(n-k)(n-k-1)/(n-k+y-½), 
= (S-a)(n-k) {2k(n-k+l) + (n-k-l)(k+I) _2}, 
an-1,k(n,k,a,S,y) (2 S 2 I) 2k k 1 n+a+ + y+ +a+S n- +y- 2 
( 
· -2(n+k+a+S+y+!)an-I,k-l (n,k,a,S,y) = 
= (S-a)kan-l,k+k(k+l)an-l,k+l+2(n-k+2)(n-k+l)an,k-2 
+ 2(S-a)(n-k+l)an,k-l+2(n-2k-y+!), 
an,k-3 (n,k,a,S,y) and an,k-4(n,k,a,S,y) do not depend on n and y. 
9. THE RECURRENCE RELATIONS . 
For a further analysis of the polynomials pa,:,Y(u,v) it is useful to 
have formulas for the series expansions of up~:f~1(u,v) and vp~:f'Y(u,v) 
in terms of p~'~'Y(u v). These formulas give pa,S,Y(u v) and pa;S,y (u v) i,J ' n+l,k ' n+l,k+l ' 
as linear combinations of lower degree polynomials. 
Case I: Expansion of upa,kS,y(u,v). Consider the following equality: 
n, 
a S y 
up ' ' (u v) = 
n,k ' 
, m-l+I l 
l a .e_ u v = 
(m,l).-((n,k) m, 
(9. I) , , m-l l l am l u v = 
(m,l)~(n+l ,k) ' 
= L b l(n,k,a,S,y)pa,i,Y(u,v), 
(m,l)~{n+l,k) m, m, 
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with 
(9.2) b ( k o ) {ha,S,y}-1 If 0 n, ,a,µ,y = 0 
m,~ m,~ 
a S y a S y a S y 
up n: k' ( u, v) p ' ' ( u, v) JJ ' ' ( u, v )dudv. 
R 
From symmetry it follows that: 
(9. 3) b ( k O ) ha, S,y{ha,S,y}-1 b ( 0 0 ) 0 n, ,a,µ,y = k O k m,~,a,µ,y . m,~ n, m,~ n, 
Hence b 0 (n,k,a,S,y) # 0 only if (m,l) ,>-- (n-1,k). And so the summation m,~ 
in (9.1) atmost runs through (m,l) e: {(n+l,k),(n+l,k-l),(n+l,k-2),(n,k+l), 
(n,k),(n,k-I),(n-I,k+2),(n-1,k+l),(n-I,k)}. The coefficients can be com-
puted by means of (8.4), (9.1) and (9.3). The coefficients bn+l,k-I' 
bn-I,k+I'bn+I,k-2 and bn-l,k+2 turn out to be zero. 






bn+I,k(n,k,a,S,y) = I, 
bn-l,k(n,k,a,S,y) = 4(n+y+½)(n+a+y+½)(n+S+y+½)(n+a+S+y+½) (2n+a+(3+2y) 3 (2n+a+S+2y+l) 
(n-k)(n-k+2y)(n+k+a+S+l)(n+k+a+S+2y+l) 
1 . 1 1 3 ' (n-k+y2 )(n-k+y~)(n+k+a+S+y~)(n+k+a+S+y~) 
(n-k) (n-k+2y) 
bn,k+l(n,k,a,S,y) = (n-k+y-½)(n-k+y+½) ' 
bn,k-l(n,k,a,S,y) = 4k(k+a)(k+S)(k+a+S)(n+k+a+B+l)(n+k+atS+2y+I) I 3 ' (2k+a+S-1) 3(2k+a+S)(n+k+a+S+y~)(n+k+a+S+y~) 
bn,k(n,k,a,S,y) = (S-a)(a+s){(2n+a+S+2y+l;(2n+a+S+2y+3) + 
(2n+a+S+2)(2n+a+S+4y+2) l 
+ (2n+a+S+2y+l)(2n+a+(3+2y+3)(2k+a+S)(2k+a+S+2)f 0 
If we define 
(9.5) Pa,S,y(u v) 0 if n < k or if k < 0 n,k ' -
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then the following five-term formula holds for upa,S,y(u v) for all 
n,k ' 
n ~ k ~ 0: 
(9.6) 
with b 0 (n,k,a,S,y) given by (9.4). m,,c.. 
It follows that: 
a,S,y( ) = Pn+l,k u,v -bn k+l(n,k,a,S,y)pa,kS~yl(u,v)+(u-b k(n,k,a,B,y))pa,kB,y(u,v) 
, n, n, n, 
(9. 7) 
if n ~ k ~ O. 
Remark. By application of the quadratic transformation formulas (10.5) and 
(10.6) to (9.6), repeated application of D~ and analytic continuation, it 
can be proved that 
= pa,B+l,y(u v)+Apa,S+l,y(u v)+Bp~,B+l,y(u v)+Cpa,B+l,y(u v) 
n, k ' n, k- 1 ' n- 1 , k ' · n-1 , k- 1 ' 
if n ~ k ~ O, 
with A,B and C being functions of n,k,a,S and y to be determined from the 
m-l ,e_ 
coefficients of u v. 
Case II: Expansion of vpa,kS,y(u,v). Consider the equality: 
n, 
(9. 9) vpa,S,y(u v) = 
n,k ' 
with 
(9. 10) c 0 (n,k,a,S,y) m,,c.. 
L c ,e_(n,k,a,B,y)pa,~,y(u,v), 
(m,l)<(n+l,k+l) m, m, 
vpa,S,y(u v)pa,S,y(u v)µa,S,y(u v)dudv. 
n,k ' m,l ' ' 
R 
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From symmetry it follows that: 
(9. 11) ( k O ) = ha,8,y{ha,8,y}-1 ( 0 0 ) c O n, ,a,µ,y k O c k m,.(_,,a,µ,y • m,.(_, n, m,.(_, n, 
Hence c 0 (n,k,a,8,y) IO only if (m,l) ?" (n-1,k-1). And so the summation 
. m,.(_, 
in (9.9) atmost runs through (m,l) E {(n+l,k+l),(n+l,k),(n+l,k-1),(n+l,k-2), 
(n+l,k-3),(n,k+2),(n,k+l),~n,k),(n,k-1),(n,k-2),(n-l,k+3),(n-l,k+2),(n-1,k+l), 
(n-1,k),(n-1,k-1)}. The coefficients can be computed by means of (8.4), 
(9.9) and (9.10), and by comparison with the case y = - ½- The coefficients 
c c · c c c and c turn out to be zero. 
n+l,k-2' n-l,k+2' n+l,k-3' n-1,k+3' n,k+2 n,k-2 





(9. l 2e) 
(9. 12f) 
cn+l,k+l(n,k,a,8,y) = 1, 
4 ( ) 2 (n+y+!)(n+a+y+!)(n+8+y+½)(n+a+8+y+½). 
cn-1,k-1 n,k,a,$,y = (2n+a+8+2y) 3(2n+a+8+2y+l) 
k(k+a)(k+8)(k+a+8)(n+k+a+8) 2(n+k+a+$+2y) 2 
(2k+a+8-I) 3(2k+a+8)(n+k+a+8+y-½) 3(n+k+a+8+y+½) ' 
= ( 8-a )(a+$) 
cn+l ,k (n,k,a,$,y) (2k+a+8) (2k+a+8+2) ' 
4(8-a) (a+$) (n+y+D (n+a+y+½) (n+8+y+D • 
cn-1,k(n,k,a,$,y) = (2k+a+8)(2k+a+$+2)(2n+a+8+2y) 3 
(n+a+8+y+})(n-k)(n-k+2y)(n+k+a+8+l)(n+k+a+8+2y+l) 
· (2n+a+8+2y+l)(n-k+y-!)(n-k+y+½)(n+k+a+8+y+½) 2 
cn+l,k-l(n,k,a,8,y) 4k(k+a)(k+8)(k+a+8) = -,-.---------( 2k+a+ 8- l) 3 ( 2k+~+ 8)' 
cn-l,k+l(n,k,a,8,y) = 4(n+y+½)(n+a+y+½)(n+8+y+½)(n+a+8+y+½) (2n+a+8+2y) 3(2n+a+8+2y+l) · 
(n-k-1) (n-k+2y-l) 2 2 





c k 1(n,k,a,S,y) n, + 
cn,k- 1 (n,k,a,S,y) 
= (S-a) (a+S) (n-k) (n-k+2y) 
(2n+a+S+2y+1)(2n+a+S+2y+3)(n-k+y-!)(n-k+y+~)' 
4(S-a)(a+S)k(k+a)(k+S)(k+a+S) 
= (2n+a+S+2y+1)(2n+a+S+2y+3)(2k+a+S-1) 3 (2k+a+S) 0 
(n+k+a+S+1)(n+k+a+S+2y+1) 
(n+k+a+S+y+!) 2 
c k(n,k,a,S,y) = a _ 1 k- 1(n,k,a,S,y)-a k(n+1,k+1,a,S,y) n, n , n, 
-c 1 k(n,k,a,S,y)a k(n+1,k,a,S,y)-c 1 k 1(n,k,a,S,y)a k(n+1,k-1,a,S,y) n+ , n, n+ , - n, 
-c k 1(n,k,a,S,y)a k(n,k+1,a,S,y). n, + n, 
If y =-!then c k(n,k,a,S,-!) is given by: 
n, 
(9.12i)' (a+S) 2(S-a) 2 c k(n,k,a,S,-!) = 
n, (2n+a+S)(2n+a+S+2)(2k+a+S)(2k+a+S+2) 
Formula (9.9) holds, with the coefficients given by (9.12), for all 
n::::: k::::: O, where the convention (9.5) is used again. 
Formulas (9.6) and (9.9) together give an algorithm for calculating 
pa,kS,y (u,v) .. If n f- k then .pa,kS,y (u,v) can be expressed in terms of lower 
n, n, 
degree polynomials by the five-term relation (9.6).· If n = k then (9.9) 
P rovides a six-term relation which expresses pa,S,y(u v) in terms of lower n,n ' 
degree polynomials. 
10. A QUAD&~TIC TRANSFORMATION 
The reflection u ➔ - u maps the region R onto itself and transforms 
the weightfunction µa,S,y(u,v) into JJS,a,y(u,v). Hence, in view of defini-
tion 2. 1 the following equality holds: 
(10. 1) a S y p ' ' (-u V) 
·n,k ' 
(-l)n-k S,a,y( ) 
= p k u,v. 
n, 
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If a= 8, then (10. 1) becomes: 
(10.2) (-l)n-k a,a,y( ) = p k u,v. 
n, 
Formula (10.2) means that if (n-k) is even, then p~:~'Y(u,v) is a poly-
nomial in u2 and v, and if (n-k) is odd, then u-lpa,ka,y(u,v) is a polyno-
2 n, 
mial in u and v. 
Consider now the new variables: 
(10.3) u' = 2v, v' = u2 - 2v - 1. 
These variables satisfy the following properties: 
(i) Each polynomial in u2 and vis a polynomial in u' and v'. 
(ii) The half region R given by Rn {(u,v)lu>O} is mapped onto 
R = {(u',v') l(l+u'+v') > 0 A (1-u'+v') > 0 A ((u 1 ) 2-4v') > O}. 
(iii) If (u,v) = (2,1) then (u',v') = (2,1). 
(The transformation of variables u' = -2v and v' = u2 - 2v - 1 also satis-
fies (i) and (ii)). 
From (10.3) we obtain: 
(JO .4) { 
u = ✓ 1 +u' +v' , v = ½ u' , 
(1+u+v)(1-u+v) = !((u1 ) 2-4v'),u2-4v = 
-1 dudv = ¼(l+u'+v') 2 du 1dv'. 
1-u' +v', 
If a= 8 the following quadratic transformation formulas hold: 
THEOREM 10. 1. 
(10.5) a a y p ' ' (u v) 
n+k,n-k ' 
2-n+k y, - ½, a ( , , ) 
= p k u ,v , 
n, 
and 
(10.6) -1 a,a,y ( ) u Pn+k+l,n-k u,v 2-n+k y,+½,a(, ') = p k u ,v , n, 
with u' and v' given by (10.3). 
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PROOF. a a y p ' ' (u v) = 
n+k,n-k ' 
\ i-j j 
L a .. u v . 
(i,j)<(n+k,n-k) iJ 
If (i-j) is odd then a .. = 0, so we can substitute i - j = 2l and i,J 
i + j = 2m. By (8. 2) (i ,j) -< (n+k,n-k) iff (m,l) -< (n,k). Hence: 
a,a,y ( ) = 
Pn+k n-k u,v 
' 
\ , ( 2)l m-l l a l u v (m,l)-<(n,k) m, 
l m-l P = a" (u') (vlf 
ml ' (m,l)"{(n,k) ' 
With respect to the orthogonality the following holds: 
with a" 
n,k 




ff a a y m-l l y - 1 a = const. pn:k' n-k(u,v)(u') (v') µ ' 2 ' (u' ,v')du'dv', 
R , 
if (m,l)-< (n,k). 
I 
Application of theorem 8.2 proves (10.5). A similar proof can be given 
for (10.6). D 
If (u,v) = (2,1), then (u'v') = (2,1); hence (10.5) and (10.6) can also 




a a y p ' ' (u v) Y -la 2 p ' 2 ' (2v u -2v-l) 
n+k,n-k ' = _n..,_,_k _ __,. __ ' ___ _ 
PY ,-La (2 I) a,a,y ( 2 I) Pn+k n-k ' 
' 
2 -I a,a,y ( ) u p k I k u,v n+ + ,n-
a,a,y (2 I) 
Pn+k+I n-k ' , 
n,k ' 
Y +la 2 p ' 2 ' (2v u -2v-l) 
= _n..,_,_k _ ___,, __ ' ___ _ 
Py,+½,a(2 I) 
n,k ' 
Formulas (10.5) and (10.6) in combination with (2. 15) and (3.2) give an 
a S y 
explicit expression for the polynomials pn :k' (u, v) if a and S are +½ or-½: 
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if k > 0 
( 10. 7) 
if k = 0, 
+! -1 y 2 2 n-k -1 y y y y y y y y (10.8) p 2 ' 2' (2xy x +y -1) =2 (x-y) {p' (x)p' (y)-p' (x)p' (y)} 
n,k ' n+k+l n-k n-k n+k+l ' 
-1 +l y 2 2 n-k -1 y y y y y y Y Y (10.9) p 2 ' 2 ' (2xy x +y -1) =2 (x+y) {p ' (x)p ' (y)+p ' (x)p ' (y)} 
n,k ' n+k+l n-k n-k n+k+l ' 
+l + 1 y 2 2 n-k 2 2 y y y y y y Y Y (10.lO)p 2 ' ii, (2xyx+y-1)=2 (x-y ){p' (x)p' (y)-p' (x)p' (y)}. 
n,k ' n+k+2 n-k n-k n+k+2 
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